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Dean’s Desk
On 22 May 2017, at around 10.30pm in the major British city of Manchester a suicide bomber detonated an improvised bomb, packed with nuts and bolts to act as
shrapnel, in the Manchester Arena. The attack took place after an Ariana Grande
concert that was part of her 2017 Dangerous Woman Tour. The suicide bombing
led to 23 deaths, including the bomber. There were 116 non-fatal injuries, 23 of
them crucial. Isis claimed to be involved.
The fact that the suicide bomber was Muslim did not go unnoticed. That was Monday.
On the Friday something quite remarkable took place. North Manchester’s Jamia
Mosque organized a walk to show their disgust at the actions of bomber Salman
Abedi - and to show their solidarity with victims. Around 500 adults and children
from across the city’s Muslim community in north Manchester took part in the
Friday evening peace walk from the Woodlands Road mosque to the Manchester
Arena. Carrying flowers and balloons, they walked the three-mile distance to the
site of the indoor venue to hold a vigil outside the scene. Mosque members were
also joined by non-Muslim community members from across north Manchester.
Moin Azmi, spokesman for the mosque, said young Muslims had been among the
most deeply disturbed. The march took about 40 minutes. It was particularly encouraging to see the number of children present in the march. Imam Arshad Misbahi commented: “This peace walk shows our feelings towards the atrocity. “It
was against the teachings of Islam. We organized the walk for our students. “They
(Continued on page 4)
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Canon’s Corner
A number of years ago, before I
met my wife, I learned of a program designed to assist single
people to understand their attitudes and wishes about relationships in more depth than most
folks are used to doing. It was being offered in a church that, because of its name, I assumed to be
of the liberal mainline denomination, United Church of
Christ.
Not so! Turns out that it was of a very conservative denomination, which asks its members to refrain as much
as possible from wearing jewelry and is pretty literal in
its interpretation of the Bible. Perhaps the most unique
aspect of its worship is its rejection of instrumental music in its services. But what truly blew me away in the
classes that the church was sponsoring was a refrain
that I heard over and over, from many of the people in
attendance—most of whom were members of the
church where the program was being held. “It’s really
important,” they would say, “to listen to the promptings
of the Holy Spirit when you meet someone new.” Now I
do believe that learning to discern what a potential mate
is really like is important, but I have enough problem
separating what is from what I wish would be to also try
to recognize which promptings actually do come from
the Holy Spirit. On the other hand, despite the fact that I
found the program not exactly to my taste, I must admit
that it must have been the Holy Spirit that eventually led
me to my wife Ann.
We might on occasion, though, be prompted to ask
which spirit we encounter in our lives is, in fact, the holy
one. As in this story about the wise old Mother Superior,
who, after a long and wonderful life as a nun, lay on her
death bed. All of her nuns gathered around to comfort
her and remind her of the great love that they had so
long felt for her. They gave her some warm milk to drink,
but, after a taste, the Mother Superior handed it back.
One nun recalled that there was a bottle of whiskey in
the kitchen that they had received as a gift the previous
Christmas; so she ran to get it and poured a generous
amount into the milk and rewarmed it in the microwave.
She then went back to Mother Superior’s bedside and
held the glass to her lips. Mother drank a little bit, and
then a bit more. In just a few swallows she had drunk
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the entire glass of milk—down to the very last drop.
“Mother, give us some wisdom, from all your years of
contemplation, that we can carry with us until we too
come to our last days,” cried one of the nuns who stood
by the bed. Mother Superior raised herself with some
effort, with a pious look on her countenance, and pointed through the room’s window as she exclaimed,
“whatever you do, don’t sell that cow!”
O.K., wrong kind of spirit—though not always a bad one!
But back to reality! Perhaps the most understandable
connection to these musings about the influence of the
Holy Spirit in the lives of individual human beings is the
name given to large numbers of churches referred to as
Pentecostal, since that title comes directly from the
powerful story in which Luke, who wrote the Book of
Acts, tells us how, on Pentecost, the Holy Spirit descended on all those listening to the Apostles so that all were
able to hear and understand them, whatever their spoken language may have been.
Tanya Marie Luhrmann, a professor of Anthropology at
Stanford University, has written about members of some
Pentecostal churches in her fascinating book, When God
Talks Back. You may be familiar with the old quip that
goes: “When you talk to God, it’s called prayer, but
when God talks back it’s called schizophrenia.” Well, in
brief, Luhrmann disagrees. She spent considerable time
with people who were members of the churches she
studied, observing their behavior—even participating in
their religious services and social groups—but she also
used standard psychological tests to determine whether
they had more tendency towards deviant thought
patterns than the norm. What she found was that, contrary to the situation involving mental illness, “when
God was experienced as close and intimate, the more
someone prayed, the less ill they were.”
The events of Pentecost are often cited as the birth of
the Church because their story is about how people
from many linguistic backgrounds were, under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, able to hear, understand, and
accept the story of Christ. No longer was the Christian
story to be limited to those who walked with Jesus during his life. The whole world could now hear it. As Paul
reminds us so powerfully in his first letter to the Christians in Corinth: “Just as the body is one and has many
(Continued on page 4)
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Canon’s Corner, continued
(Continued from page 3)

members, and all the members of the body, though many,
are one body, so it is with Christ. For in the one Spirit we
were all baptized into one body—Jews or Greeks, slaves or
free—and we were all made to drink of one Spirit. “
We don’t need the same spirit that motivated the Mother
Superior in our story to recognize the manifestation of the
Holy Spirit in our lives. Christ came not for one group only.
He came for all. So we need only look around us to see it
reflected in the faces of all those around us—as it says in
the Book of Acts: all Jews but of a variety of cultural backgrounds: Parthians, Medes, Romans, Arabs, including even
gentiles who had converted to Judaism (proselytes)—or,

to bring the point of today’s readings up to date: Chinese
and Swahili, Indians and Nigerians alike. So ought we not
to ask ourselves always whether we are treating those we
encounter as truly equally useful and important members
of the body of which each of us is also a member? I’m
afraid I often need a reminder to do that in my life. So I
hereby give thanks to both Luke and Paul for that reminder—and, more importantly, to the Holy Spirit, whose presence in our lives we celebrate on Pentecost Sunday.
—Lance

Internet Insights
“Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom," says

Paul. And we are most in line with the Spirit, most faithfully
obedient, when instead of trying to manipulate people into
faith, we simply live in that freedom and let the Spirit
do the work of transformation.”
Mark Galli, Chaos and Grace: Discovering the Liberating Work of the Holy Spirit

Dean’s Desk, continued
(Continued from page 2)

have been asking questions at school and we feel as a Mosque we have to unite and show our sympathy for the lives
that have been lost.”
Two things particularly strike me in this account which I have excerpted from a British newspaper. First, the imam’s
clear statement, “It was against the teachings of Islam”; secondly, it involved children who had been asking questions
at school.
Often in the USA the issue arises whether prayer should be permitted in schools. I feel very deeply that is the wrong
question. The United Kingdom provides religious education as a serious academic subject. This way a broad spectrum
of believers, agnostics and non-believers learn something of the culture and faith of a very diverse population. This provides a means for students to realize and recognize the positive convictions of people of other faiths and no faith at all.
Perhaps something of considerable value can be gained from such learning so that a comment like “It was against the
teachings of Islam” can be a starting point for discussion of significant values which drive the positive behavior of other
cultures that we have not grown up with.
- David
The Carillon
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The Schallenberger Family Windows
Standing sentinel at the northeast corner wall of the
sanctuary, a trinity of lilies in painted glass by artist Owen
Doremus glows above the memorial inscription. Rows of
lilies on vivid green stems—symbolizing resurrection and
immortality--ascend to the cherub.
Moses Schallenberger’s immortality as an overland pioneer to California, spending the winter of 1844-1845
alone in the Sierra subsisting on wild foxes, is assured. His
self-sufficiency was further tested in December 1850,
when his older sister and her husband Dr. John Townsend, new owners of a large parcel of
orchards and farmland two miles north
of downtown San Jose, developed cholera in the epidemic and died within
days of each other. Moses at age twenty-three was raising their two-year old
son. He married Fannie Everitt in 1854;
together they were pioneer members of
Trinity parish which formed in 1861.
Their first child, Selby, died at age one
that year. All the Trinity windows memorialize departed family members.
Examining the Bicentennial commemorative (1977) The Trinity Windows primarily written by Joan de Lisle reveals
more of the contributions of the Schallenberger family to the church and to
San Jose. Moses and Fannie had two
daughters who became teachers. While
attending Stanford University as an undergraduate, Margaret E. Schallenberger also taught classes there in the
Education Department. She went on to
earn a Ph.D. at Cornell University and
publish on child psychology. Margaret
was offered faculty and administrative
positions but passed them all up, returning (with husband John McNaught)
to the San Jose Normal School—now
San Jose State University.

Church and held many lay positions. Together they utilized the resources of the Schallenberger-Townsend families to endow care of the Trinity church buildings which
continues to this day. Although younger, Fannie (b. 1870
d. 1946) predeceased Margaret (b. 1862 d. 1951). All are
buried at Oak Hill Memorial Park.
Look up into the redwood rafters of the church built by a
ship’s captain to see eight trefoil stained glass windows in
the walls that rise above the adjoining roof to bring natural light to the interior of the sanctuary, called the clerestory in church architecture. They are
dedicated “in Memory of Miss Fanny
Schallenberger.”
Schallenberger Elementary School on
Koch Road is named for California pioneer Moses, who returned to the cabin
where the wild animals and books left in
the covered wagons he guarded alone
sustained him through his eighteenth
winter. His papers, including the interview account of his experience, are at
the Stanford University Libraries Special
Collections. The Dr. John Henry Moses
Townsend Papers are at the California
Room of the San Jose Public Library.

The Pioneers Go West by George R.
Stewart, originally published To California by Covered Wagon (Random House
1954) was published by Landmark Books
in paperback in 1987. ISBN 0394891805
The Growth of the Child’s Mind by Margaret Everitt Schallenberger, her 1914
published thesis, is reprinted by Nabu
Press in paperback in 2010. ISBN
9781176643949
- Jean Libby
Member of the congregation

Frances, also called Fanny, remained single and a beloved
educator, teaching Latin at San Jose High School. St. Francis Episcopal Church in the Willow Glen section of San
Jose was named for her at its organization in 1927. Both
Fanny and Margaret led the Sunday School at Trinity
The Carillon
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Outreach & Opportunities
Lunch for People Who are Homeless
For the first of two meals in May, an enthusiastic group of
8 volunteers gathered on Saturday morning to make and
serve a lunch to residents of both the Cecil White Center
and the nearby Julian St. Inn. We served a resident favorite; pasta with meat sauce, garlic bread, and green salad,
along with milk and juice, ice cream sundaes, and an assortment of pies and fruit.
Many thanks go to Leslie Barr for her meal idea and to
Erica Schaefer, who shopped for all the groceries earlier
in the week. This meal will be last time Erica will be helping us as she is moving. We’d like to say thanks for all her
help both as a cook and as a shopper and we wish her
well. (This would be a good time to say thanks to
Maryellen Hawkins, who will do the shopping for next
Saturday’s lunch at the San Jose Family Shelter.) Thank
you to Darryl Parker, who was our chef this morning. He
created the delicious meat sauce, cooked the pasta to
perfection, not to mention also concocting the delicious
garlic butter spread for our garlic bread.
Many thanks go to Naomi Liu, a member of the Interact
service club at Presentation High School. Interact students have been helping with the meals ministry for over
a year so we really appreciate Naomi’s and the club’s
continuing support. Also helping this morning were parishioners Michelle Fong, Karen Gillette, Joan Rayment
and her granddaughter, Brittany, and friend of the parish,
Ben White. Everyone pitched in, prepping all the sausages, celery, and onions for the sauce, producing a half dozen loaves of steamy hot, and delicious, garlic bread, and
later helping to wash, chop, and grate the veggies for the
salad. A special thanks to Ben and Michelle for washing
cooking utensils and pots and pans!

fruit drink. Brittany served ice cream sundaes and slices
of cake and pie, which always manages to make the
lunchers smile.
Thanks again to Lucky supermarket, at the corner of Saratoga and Pruneridge Avenues in Santa Clara, and especially managers, Andrew and Reuben, and bakers, Ernie,
Amina, and Sandy for their continuing support. They donated a dozen loaves of hot and fresh French bread for
our garlic bread and many mouth-watering cakes and
pastries. Another big thank you goes to Ben for arranging,
picking up, and delivering the baked goods.
Next month’s lunches will be held on two Saturdays,
June 10 and 17, 2017. About 10 volunteers are needed
for this local mission activity so if your schedule allows
please consider coming and helping. We meet to prepare
lunch at 10:15 am in the kitchen of the Parish Hall. No
experience is required, just a desire to help those less
fortunate than ourselves. There is a sign-up sheet on the
bulletin board in the Parish Hall. If you have any questions, please ask any of the volunteers or Fr. Bird.
- Alan Fong

Got Grads?

Thank you, once again, to Rick Hawes, for donating the
veggies for the salad, several jugs of juice, a big bag of
fruit, a cheese cake, and some fruit pies. He not only organized the salad making, but also helped to cut and
grate the veggies and tossed it.
At Cecil White Center, Michelle, Karen, and Joan served
the pasta, garlic bread, and salad. After handing out juicy
tangerines and the sweet bananas, Rick worked at the
beverage counter, pouring glasses of ice cold milk and
The Carillon

If you have a graduate from any level of school or college,
please send their name to the Office so we can include
them on our list to be published soon. Thank you!
(Continued on page 7)
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Trinity’s Got Talent!
It's back again! A talent show for Trinity to showcase the
many talents we have among our members. We sometimes get to hear about those talents, but seldom get to
see them at church. This is a chance for everyone to
showcase their talents and celebrate them at Trinity. We
have had quite a few wonderful acts already sign up.

Sunday, June 25
Pot Luck and Talent Show
After the 10:30am Service

If you have a special talent you would like to share, or just
participate in the talent show, please sign up. All ages are
welcome.
This should be great fun. Please let Diane Bird, or Raj
Lourdu know if you are interested.

Bring a dish and come join the fun!

Outreach & Opportunities, continued
Trinity offers "a place at God's table for all" - come help
us with preparing the table! You can volunteer as a
"floater" to help as available or make a once-a-month
commitment. Some training is needed which can be provided before or after regular church services. If you are
interested, please contact Sarah Nunes:
nunes_s@yahoo.com.

Acolytes and Ushers
Altar Guild Volunteers Needed
We are in need of acolytes and ushers to help at the Sunday services during the 8:00 am (Ushers) and 10:30am
(both) services. Three of our four regular 10:30am acolytes will graduate High School and we are going to lose
at least two of them to college this fall, so if you or your
child (for acolytes boys or girls, ages 9 and up), Ushers
(ages 12 and up) is interested in these fulfilling ministries
please contact the office at trinicat@pacbell.net or 408293-7953.
The Carillon
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Celebrations!

Lisa Zivanic
Carol Stephen
Emma K. Garcia Jones
Emezie Anyanwu
Molly Tavella
Jennifer Clay
Hayley Fletcher
Donald Henneuse
Victor Pengosro

6/1
6/3
6/4
6/6
6/10
6/10
6/11
6/11
6/12

Marcus Merino
Nils Schroeder
Anna Tamura (Wylder)
Camelotte Pengosro
Gerald Kepler Jr.
Allison Clay

6/17
6/17
6/20
6/23
6/26
6/28

Randolf Rice
John Vandervort
Sally Billstrom Schroeder
Bishop Mary Gray-Reeves
Mariette Franke
Heike Merino

7/1
7/3
7/5
7/5
7/11
7/12

Michael Bird
Shelley Kesselman
Rev. Vern Jones
Cathy Cushman
Julie Pifer
Dorothy Smith
David Hastings
Alexandra Bird
Mary Ellen Hawkins

7/13
7/13
7/19
7/20
7/21
7/21
7/22
7/23
7/28

“O God, our times are in your hand: Look with favor, we pray,
on your servants as they begin another year.
Grant that they may grow in wisdom and grace,
and strengthen their trust in your goodness all the days of their lives;
through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.”

Happy
Anniversary!
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Dan and Elizabeth Hanasaki
Michelle and Alan Fong
Diane and David Bird
Leslie and David Mooreland
Samantha and Philipe Michelin
Marilyn and Jerry Drino
Nanette and Donald Henneuse

6/4
6/8
6/9
6/10
6/21
6/25
6/26

Shelley and Jeffrey Kesselman
Peter and Erica Gillette
Carol and Anthony Garcia
Mary and James English
Kathy Richmond and Scott Fosdick
Leslie and Dale Bailey
Ann and Lance Beizer

7/4
7/4
7/7
7/11
7/14
7/21
7/27
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